SUGGESTIVE LIST OF 100 REFERENCE BOOKS
The following list is not a list of the 100 best reference books Such a list would
be an impossibility, since there is no reference book which is the best ior all parts
of its subject and for all types of libraries and users This list has been compiled
as a guide to mipoitant and useful icfeience books suggested as suitable foi first
purchase by the smaller or medium sized public hbiary which is at the point where
it needs to build up a lefcrence collection and which, with funds often too limited
to secuie more than a few of the most essential reference works, finds the question
of selection more difficult than the large library with its laigcr income It is a
suggestive, not an absolute, list, as no two libianes, of even the same size, have
exactly the same needs, and tficir selection of rcfeience books must be influenced
by the character of the community—whethei uiban, mini, mclustiial, educational,
etc—the proportion and natine of the foieign language element in the library
clientele, proximity to other hbiaiies or souiccs of information, with the possibility
of telephone or inter-library loan aid, the amount and kind of material aheady
available in the non-reference collection, etc Ccitam basic works, a dictionary, an
encyclopedia, an atlas, a "who's who" or othet biogiaphical dictionary, a book of
quotations, an almanac or handbook of statistics, a state or government manual,
are needed everywhere, but the selection, and especially the older of ptuchase, of
other works will often be modified by the local conditions and demands
This suggestive list gives brief title only, for fuller information as to publisher,
editions, pi ices, etc, reference should be made to the description in the main pait
of the Guide Except for the foreign language dictionaries only books in English
are included Both English and American works are included, but as the selection
is for American libraries prmiaiily the proportion of American books is higher
In a few cases alternative works foi English or Canadian use are indicated In pur-
chasing any book of which there are both English and American editions, any
difference in price should be taken into account, and the librarian should also re-
member that especially in the case of reference books not absolutely new, money
can often be saved by asking for quotations befoic purchasing, advertising for
copies, or purchasing secondhand or at auction Even a comparatively recent book
may appear in secondhand lists at a price much lower than the cost of an entirely
new copy
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